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EMS application system solution

Electrified monorail system
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The perfect mix for every motion: 
System integration made by SEW-EURODRIVE

Look forward to a concept that will change the world of drive technology. From now on,

it doesn’t matter what your drive problem looks like: The new system integration concept 

is SEW-EURODRIVE’s turnkey solution for you.

All components and subsystems are integrated

in the overall system. The result is an application

system solution tailored precisely to your require-

ments. The necessary standardization and 

matching of all components leads to a smaller

number of interfaces and reduces maintenance

storage. As a consequence, the costs occurring

during the entire product life cycle decrease 

significantly.

At the same time, performance and flexibility of

your system are improved and power consump-

tion is reduced.

In addition to that, system integration made by

SEW-EURODRIVE provides all the expertise and

service from one source: from documentation 

to maintenance.
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Modular application system4

Your Requirement – Our Solution

For decades, drive technology made by SEW-EURODRIVE has been successful due to high-

quality products, excellent performance and service, worldwide availability, competence and 

application know-how. At SEW-EURODRIVE, we constantly strive for improvement. This leads 

to new, innovative products and system modules, which will continue to set standards. Take the

new modular application system as an example: It combines single products and system pack-

ages to individual, functional application system solutions perfectly matched to the application

requirements, such as the “Electrified Monorail System / EMS” for overhead trolley systems.

SEW-EURODRIVE develops, tests and improves

the solutions in close cooperation with leading

system designers and operators.

High-quality production processes and shortest

possible delivery times ensure greater efficiency

for any system in any industry sector.
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Modular application system

The result are ready-to-use system solutions made by SEW-EURODRIVE
from the proven product modular systems, combined with the new
system modules: innovative, powerful and reliable.

Application
– Overhead trolley system

– Skillet conveyor with elevating table

– Storage and retrieval system

– Conveyor trolley

– Vertical conveyor / hoist

– Automated guided vehicles

– Rotary distributor / rotary table

System solution from SEW-EURODRIVE
– EMS / Electrified Monorail System 

– SSP / Skillet Conveyor System with Power Supply 

– SRS / Storage and Retrieval System 

– SCS / Shuttle Conveying System 

– VCS / Vertical Conveyor System

– AGV / Automated Guided Vehicle System 

– RDS / Rotary Distribution System 
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EMS application system solution 6

System solutions for electrified monorail systems

Regardless of the type and complexity of the system and the classification in light load or

heavy load applications, traditional OHT systems require a vast amount of expensive technical

equipment. Furthermore, these systems are not only time-consuming and cost-intensive in

the planning phase, they are also prone to errors during operation.

The new two-stage function class concept from SEW-EURODRIVE offers an alternative:

intelligent or modular EMS systems that meet the increased economic requirements.

What is so special about the new concept: SEW-EURODRIVE is the first supplier to offer 
a complete solution: planning, project planning, all components, startup support, installa-
tion monitoring, and after sales services.

The EMS application system solution is a flexible

and efficient electrified monorail system that can

be used in any area where overhead transport is

required and expensive floor space is to be saved.

The electrified monorail system is classified de-

pending on the load:

– EMS advanced for light loads 

(up to 1 ton per vehicle), or

– EMS customized for heavy loads

Single or multi axis vehicles are available for

both load types.

For transmission of power or data, control,

visualization and diagnostics, or the use of 

additional drives or encoder systems: The mod-

ular concept from SEW-EURODRIVE offers all

components required for the implementation 

of overhead trolley systems. All products are

perfectly in tune with each other and offer

powerful and reliable system solutions. System

operators and engineers opting for the EMS 

application solution made by SEW-EURODRIVE

not only have the advantage of a technically

highly developed and reliable electrified monorail

system but also of a competent partner for 

planning, configuration, startup support and 

installation monitoring.
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The EMS application system solution for overhead trolley systems make for implementation of variable and efficient 
conveying systems with high productivity and availability both for heavy load and light load applications. 

EMS – Electrified Energy transfer Drives Information transfer Software Services 
monorail system  (contactless  and control
function classes or with contact) technology

The system modules of the EMS application solution at a glance

– EMS advanced 

for light loads or 

– EMS customized 

for heavy loads

– Contactless with  

MOVITRANS® or

– with contact with

conductor rail

1. MOVIPRO®

vehicle control

2. MOVIPRO®

switch control

3. MOVIPRO®

segment controller

4. MOVIPRO® LSI 

operator panel 

5. MOVIPRO®

information transfer

components:

- Access point

- Radiating cable

– Standard servo gear

units and motors

– Decentralized drive

technology with 

MOVIMOT® 

gearmotors with 

integrated frequency

inverter

– Planning

– Application or system

configuration

– Startup support

– Installation monitoring

– Service and system

maintenance with

CDS® – Complete 

Drive Service

– Distribution logistics,

e.g. DriveGate

– Product training at 

the DriveAcademy

– Internet portal for 

optimum project 

communication of all

persons involved

Configurable system 

software MOVIVISION®:

– Basic functionality of

MOVIVISION®

and

– Extended functionality

of MOVIVISION® for

EMS applications

System modules 
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The requirement8

Requirement: Heavy or light load? 

The requirements on the functions of a conveying system are similar in many industry 

sectors, such as the automotive or food industry, wood processing or logistics industry, e. g.

– supply of raw materials,

– necessity to connect individual production

steps,

– take on buffer functions,

– ensure that the products are transferred or

removed, and

– sequencing/sequence of the transport 

material.

The weight of the loads to be transported differ

in the individual industry sectors. The weight

specifies the load requirement on the electrified

monorail system to be used. This is the reason

why SEW-EURODRIVE offers two function classes

for the EMS application system solution:

EMS advanced
Developed and designed for operation in ma-

terial handling applications with light loads 

(up to 1 ton per vehicle), one travel axis and 

one auxiliary axis for bearing the load (hoist/

rotational axis). This version comes equipped

with a standardized and C1 compliant vehicle

control with integrated frequency inverter.

EMS customized
Developed and designed for heavy loads and

mult-axis applications. The vehicle control is 

a highly flexible system which is configured 

to match the requirements of the application.

Virtually any task can be solved by using all 

modules from the modular system.

Operating principle
The intelligent application solution EMS for decen-

tralized operation includes decentralized compo-

nents independent of the function classes, such 

as TES decentralized power supply, segment con-

troller, LSI operator panel, vehicles and switches.

In contactless supply systems, the ETHERNET 

data transfer takes place using a radiating cable

(WLAN). The energy can either be transferred with

contact via conductor rails or contactless via 

a MOVITRANS® line cable.
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EMS advanced EMS customized

Energy supply Contactless or with contact via conductor rail

Contactless communication Continuous

C1 standard compliant Yes No

Diagnostics Continuous

Material flow Intelligent:

Just in sequence and just in time

Classification and  Light load Heavy load

field of operation – Material handling applications – Heavy load and variable

in the light load range multi-axis applications

– one travel axis – Loads up to ca. 4.0 

– one additional axis for bearing the load – Vehicle control is very flexible;

(e.g. hoist/rotational axis) can be configured according

– Material flow optimization to application-specific requirements

– Loads up to 1.0 t

Total performance per travel drive 750 W 11.0 kW (for all axes)

Axes 1 + 1 (MOVIMOT®) 4

Positioning Continuous and configurable by means Continuous and configurable by means 

of 1 absolute encoder system on the track  of one to several absolute encoder systems 

on the track and on the vehicle

Distance between the vehicles Variable

Housing of the vehicle control C1 compliant (unmodifiable) MOVIPRO® modular system

Number of inputs and outputs 4 inputs and outputs, freely configurable Up to 24 inputs and outputs, freely configurable

Safety technology No Optional

Function level Complex (breakpoints, Komplex (breakpoints, production data memory

production data memory, etc.) second controlled axis/hoist, etc.)

MOVIVISION® software – Firmware advanced – Firmware customized

Components – Server/client – TecUnit

– Software package – Server/client

– Software package

Track control Decentral segment controller

Configuration and diagnostics – Via client window

– LSI operator panel

EMS advanced and EMS customized at a glance
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The system modules 10

The system modules of the EMS application system
solution at a glance

Energy transfer 

(contactless or with contact) 

MOVITRANS®

contactless energy transfer
The state-of-the-art MOVITRANS® contactless

supply system from SEW-EURODRIVE works on

the principle of inductive energy transfer. In this

system, electrical energy is transferred without

contact from a fixed conductor to one or more

mobile consumers. U-shaped pick ups around

the line cable induce current into the mobile

converter. The electromagnetic connection is

made via an air gap and is not subject to wear,

making it maintenance-free.

Components of the MOVITRANS® system 

for stationary and mobile energy transfer:

– TES decentralized power supply 

– THM pick-up

– TLS line cable

– Fastenig profiles for the TIS line cable 

– TPM mobile converter

As option, a safety circuit of the energy transfer

is available centrally in the control cabinet

and/or decentrally in the field.

Another big advantage: this type of energy 

supply does not cause any pollution and is 

resistant to external pollution.

Sliding contacts for energy transfer
Energy transfer via sliding contacts means the

mobile consumers are supplied with power via

an insulated conductor rail. The conductor rail 

is protected against contact according to 

VDE 0470 and provides degree of protection

IP21. The current collectors are usually made 

of high-impact plastic and stainless materials,

and the current is collected via carbon brush.

System layout with 

stationary system 

components
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Drives

SEW-EURODRIVE offers millions of combinati-

ons. The modular principle of SEW-EURODRIVE

is based on the mechanical and electromechani-

cal drive components. The OHT drives for light

and heavy loads also come from this unexhaus-

table modular system as well as all other 

necessary gear units and gearmotors of the EMS

application system solution, such as

– Standard servo gear units and motors

– Decentralized drive technology with

MOVIMOT® gearmotors with integrated 

frequency inverter

The standard components from the modular 

system offer another decisive advantage in 

addition to a high level of quality and reliability,

high efficiency and reproducable stopping accu-

racy: they are available at any time.
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The system modules12

1. MOVIPRO® vehicle control
The vehicle control is integrated in the vehicle, which means it moves along with it, and maintains a

permanent connection with the higher-level system. The MOVIPRO® vehicle control PHE is available

in different versions depending on the function level and type of energy transfer:

– MOVIPRO® PHE for EMS advanced:

- Robust housing with degree of protection IP64 and C1 compliant

- Integrated 3x7 segment display

- 4 inputs and outputs, freely configurable, optional CAN 

- connection via industrial plug connector

– MOVIPRO® PHC for EMS customized:

- Application-specific project planning, individual selection of modules/components

- Robust housing with degree of protection IP65

- Integrated 3x7 segment display

- 24 inputs and outputs, freely configurable, optional CAN 

- connection via industry plug connector

Each vehicle control always contains components for communication with the segment controller,

a control for the vehicles and a drive electronics for the drives. The MOVIPRO® vehicle control

PHE/PHC executes commands, can position itself and saves target and route information as well as

production data.

2. MOVIPRO® switch control
The MOVIPRO® switch control PHE implements short switching times, precise end positions and 

low-wear operation thanks to soft ramps. The modular principle applies to switch control as well.

MOVIPRO® switch control is based on the same core components as for the PHE vehicle control inde-

pendent of the function level of the entire system. The result: perfect coordination and communication.

The MOVITRANS® system supplies the switch control with power and the radiating cable allows for

connection to the communication. Control of the switch is based on the configurable target and route

information of the vehicle or on external command.

Information transfer and control technology 

Vehicle control 

MOVIPRO® PHE advanced

powered by MOVITRANS®
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5. MOVIPRO®

information transfer components
– Access Point

The access point enables the exchange of

wire-bound (ETHERNET) and wireless (WLAN)

data.

– Radiating cable

The radiating cable, which is a coaxial cable

with slotted shield, is installed along the track

and provides the system with continuous,

contactless communication. The opening in

the cable causes a limited radio field around

the radiating cable (without shadowing and

reflections). The advantage of this concept is

that it is not necessary to illuminate complete

halls and that there is no interference with ot-

her systems. In this way, information transfer

via radiating cable ensures reliable and unin-

terrupted radio connection to the vehicles as

well as fault-free transfer of process data

from and to the vehicles.

The MOVIPRO® system uses WLAN in the 

frequency range from 2.4 to 2.4835 GHz for

contactless communication.

3. MOVIPRO® segment controller
The segment controller implements the auto-

matic track control, system managements and

data transfer. Configured with the MOVIVISION®

configuration interface, the segment controller

takes on the following tasks:

– Track management

– Track operation

– Track section control

– Coordination of vehicles and switches

– Management of digital inputs and outputs

– Energy saving management for MOVITRANS®

– Connecting the system via ETHERNET

– Configuring the communication with adjacent

systems of higher-level systems

– Communication with adjacent segment 

controllers

– Distribution of data, such as parameters,

production and component data, into the 

system components, for example vehicles

4. MOVIPRO® operator panel LSI 
The operator panel is the control center of the

EMS application system solution: As operator

and visualization system with integrated touch

screen, the panel enables

– Visualization of the system using data from

the segment controller

– On-site diagnostics of the system

– Selecting the operating mode

– Operating the system components manually

– Acknowledging faults

MOVIPRO®

operator panel LSI
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The system modules14

Configurable system software MOVIVISION®: 
Parameter setting instead of programming 
The intelligent and user-friendly MOVIVISION® system software offers the following advantages:

Preconfigured drive functions allow for projecting, configuring and starting up a system without 

programming. MOVIVISION® is the configurable system software for decentralized units of the new

generation by SEW-EURODRIVE. It has an intuitive graphic user interface and functions that consider-

ably reduce the effort required for project planning, startup and maintenance.

Software

Basic functionality of MOVIVISION®

MOVIVISION® is a configuration and diagnostics

system with a central database (SRV) based on a

client-server architecture. The central database

contains all data for initial startup, unit replace-

ment, parameter changes and diagnostics.

The server manages the central database 

(data management) and makes access to the

data possible by means of various clients (CL).

For example, one client allows for initial startup,

another one for data access for parameter 

setting and monitoring, or unit replacement.

Parameters are changed in the database only.

Extended functionality of MOVIVISION® for
EMS applications
The modified parameters are distributed auto-

matically to all stationary and mobile system

components via the segment controller (SC).

Stationary system components:

– Central PC or laptop (SRV/CL)

– Segment controller (SC)

– Operator panel (LSI)

– Switch control (SWC)

– Decentralized power supply (TES)

– Access point (AP)

– Digital inputs and outputs (DIO)

Mobile system component:

– Vehicle control (VH)

Advantages of MOVIVISION®

– Software replaced hardware (no need for 

physically adjusting the tracks and no sensors

along the travel section) 

– Flexible creation of track segments via 

software 

– Manual operation of system components 

– Simplified startup procedure of the system 

– Functions are modified or added, only by 

parameter setting. The hardware remains 

unchanged.

– Central data management 

The MOVIVISION® system module is always 

part of an application system solution from

SEW-EURODRIVE. Following a description of 

the basic functionality of the MOVIVISION® system

software and extended functions specifically for

EMS applications in material handling.
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The competence of SEW-EURODRIVE is not only characterized by technically highly developed 

and powerful application system solutions. The competence is based on the employees who plan,

configure and support these solutions. Right from the beginning.

System manufacturers and operators opting for application solutions from SEW-EURODRIVE have the

advantage of cooperating with a competent and powerful partner who actively contributes to the eco-

nomic success also after startup by providing services, product training and personal commitment.

The full service of an application system solution from SEW-EURODRIVE includes
– Planning

– Project planning for the application or system

– Startup support

– Installation monitoring

– Service and system maintenance with CDS® Complete Drive Service

– Distribution logistics, e.g. DriveGate

– Product training at the DriveAcademy

– Internet portal for optimum project communciation of all persons involved

Services
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SEW-EURODRIVE
Driving the world

Drive Technology \ Drive Automation \ System Integration \ Services

With people who 

think fast and 

develop the 

future with you.

How we’re driving the world

With drives and controls

that automatically 

improve your productivity.

With comprehensive

knowledge in virtually

every branch of

industry today.

With uncompromising

quality that reduces 

the cost and complexity

of daily operations.

With a global presence

that offers responsive 

and reliable solutions.

Anywhere.

With a worldwide

service network that is

always close at hand.

With innovative

technology that 

solves tomorrow’s

problems today.

With online information

and software updates,

via the Internet,

available around 

the clock.

Argentina
Phone +54 3327 4572-84
Fax +54 3327 4572-21
sewar@sew-eurodrive.com.ar
Australia
Phone +61 3 9933-1000
Fax +61 3 9933-1003
enquires@sew-eurodrive.com.au
Austria
Phone +43 1 617 55 00-0
Fax +43 1 617 55 00-30
sew@sew-eurodrive.at
Belgium
Phone +32 10 231-311
Fax +32 10 231-336
info@sew.be
Brazil
Phone +55 11 6489-9133
Fax +55 11 6480-3328
sew@sew.com.br
Canada
Phone +1 905 791-1553
Fax +1 905 791-2999
l.reynolds@sew-eurodrive.ca
Chile
Phone +56 2 75770-00
Fax +56 2 75770-01
ventas@sew-eurodrive.cl
China
Phone +86 22 25322612
Fax +86 22 25322611
gm-tianjin@sew-eurodrive.cn
Colombia
Phone +57 1 54750-50
Fax +57 1 54750-44
sewcol@sew-eurodrive.com.co

Czech Republic
Phone +420 220121234
Fax +420 220121237
sew@sew-eurodrive.cz
Denmark
Phone +45 43 9585-00
Fax +45 43 9585-09
sew@sew-eurodrive.dk
Finland
Phone +358 201 589 300
Fax +358 3 7806-211
sew@sew.fi
France
Phone +33 3 88 73 67 00
Fax +33 3 88 73 66 00
sew@usocome.com
Great Britain
Phone +44 1924 893-855
Fax +44 1924 893-702
info@sew-eurodrive.co.uk
Hong Kong
Phone +852 2 7960477
Fax +852 2 7959129
contact@sew-eurodrive.hk
Hungary
Phone +36 1 437 06-58
Fax +36 1 437 06-50
office@sew-eurodrive.hu
India 
Phone +91 265 2831086
Fax +91 265 2831087
mdoffice@seweurodriveindia.com
Italy 
Phone +39 02 96 9801
Fax +39 02 96 799781
sewit@sew-eurodrive.it

Japan 
Phone +81 538 373811
Fax +81 538 373814
sewjapan@sew-eurodrive.co.jp
Malaysia
Phone +60 7 3549409
Fax +60 7 3541404
sales@sew-eurodrive.com.my
Mexico
Phone +52 442 1030-300 
Fax +52 442 1030-301
scmexico@seweurodrive.com.mx
Netherlands
Phone +31 10 4463-700
Fax +31 10 4155-552
info@vector.nu
New Zealand
Phone +64 9 2745627
Fax +64 9 2740165
sales@sew-eurodrive.co.nz
Norway
Phone +47 69 241-020
Fax +47 69 241-040
sew@sew-eurodrive.no
Peru
Phone +51 1 3495280
Fax +51 1 3493002
sewperu@sew-eurodrive.com.pe
Poland
Phone +48 42 67710-90
Fax +48 42 67710-99
sew@sew-eurodrive.pl
Portugal 
Phone +351 231 20 9670
Fax +351 231 20 3685
infosew@sew-eurodrive.pt

Russia 
Phone +7 812 3332522
Fax +7 812 3332523
sew@sew-eurodrive.ru
Singapore 
Phone +65 68621701
Fax +65 68612827
sewsingapore@sew-eurodrive.com
Slovakia 
Phone +421 2 49595201
Fax +421 2 49595200
sew@sew-eurodrive.sk
South Africa 
Phone +27 11 248-7000
Fax +27 11 494-3104
dross@sew.co.za
South Korea 
Phone +82 31 492-8051
Fax +82 31 492-8056
master@sew-korea.co.kr
Spain 
Phone +34 9 4431 84-70
Fax +34 9 4431 84-71
sew.spain@sew-eurodrive.es
Sweden 
Phone +46 36 3442-00
Fax +46 36 3442-80
info@sew-eurodrive.se
Switzerland
Phone +41 61 41717-17
Fax +41 61 41717-00
info@imhof-sew.ch
Thailand
Phone +66 38 454281
Fax +66 38 454288
sewthailand@sew-eurodrive.com

Turkey
Phone +90 216 4419163
Fax +90 216 3055867
sew@sew-eurodrive.com.tr
Ukraine 
Phone +380 56 3703211
Fax +380 56 3722078
sew@sew-eurodrive.ua
USA 
Phone +1 864 439-7537
Fax +1 864 439-0566
cslyman@seweurodrive.com
Venezuela
Phone +58 241 832-9804
Fax +58 241 838-6275
sewventas@cantv.net

SEW-EURODRIVE is right there for you:

SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
P.O.Box 30 23
D-76642 Bruchsal/Germany
Phone +49 7251 75-0
Fax +49 7251 75-1970
sew@sew-eurodrive.com

j www.sew-eurodrive.com
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